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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a digital camera

that stores only desired images among photographed

images.

SOLUTION: A photographed image data generating

section 7 processes an image signal from a CCD 1 to

generate image data with high/medium/low resolution.

When photographing timing instruction button 9 is not

depressed, data with medium resolution are monitored

by a display element D1 of a display device 14 via a

buffer memory 11. When the button 9 is depressed, data

with high and low resolution for three consecutive frames

are generated and stored in areas M2-M7 of the buffer

memory, the data with low resolution are displayed on

elements D2-D4 of the display device 14, while data with

high resolution are compression-coded and stored in areas C1-C3 of a main memory 21 . In

the case that the user selects, e.g. D3 among D2-D4 that are displayed by using a touch

panel, image data in the corresponding area C2 are extracted among the areas C1-C3 in the

main memory and stored in an area F1 of a nonvolatile memory 24.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] An image pick-up means to picturize a photographic subject and to output a picture signal,

and an image-processing means to process the above-mentioned picture signal and to generate a high-

resolution image data and low resolution picture data, A directions means to give directions so that the

above-mentioned image-processing means may process the above-mentioned picture signal of two or

more screens, The 1st are recording means which stores the above-mentioned high-resolution image data

and low resolution picture data of the above-mentioned two or more screens which are processed based

on the above-mentioned directions and obtained, A display means to display an image, and a display-

control means to display on the above-mentioned display means the low resolution picture data of the

above-mentioned two or more screens accumulated in the are recording means of the above 1 st,

respectively, The compression coding means which carries out compression coding of the high-

resolution image data of the above-mentioned two or more screens accumulated in the are recording

means of the above 1 st with predetermined compressibility, Image pick-up equipment equipped with the

1st selection means which chooses and outputs the image data of a desired screen based on the display

of the above-mentioned display means from the image data of two or more screens accumulated in the

2nd are recording means which accumulates the image data of the above-mentioned two or more screens

by which compression coding was carried out [ above-mentioned ], and the are recording means of the

above 2nd.

[Claim 2] Image pick-up equipment according to claim 1 characterized by establishing the 3rd are

recording means which accumulates the image data which the selection means of the above 1st chose.

[Claim 3] Image pick-up equipment according to claim 1 characterized by establishing a transmitting

means to transmit the image data which the selection means of the above 1st chose.

[Claim 4] It is image pick-up equipment according to claim 1 establish the 2nd selection means which

chooses a desired image from two or more images based on the low resolution picture data of the above-

mentioned two or more screens displayed on the above-mentioned display means, and carry out taking

out and carrying out the enlarged display of the image with which the selection means of the above 2nd

chose the above-mentioned display-control means from the image data of the above-mentioned two or

more screens accumulated in the are-recording means of the above 2nd, and the corresponding image

data to the above-mentioned display means as the description.

[Claim 5] The above-mentioned compression coding means is image pick-up equipment according to

claim 1 characterized by for the above-mentioned predetermined compressibility carrying out

compression coding again with different compressibility, and storing up the image data which the

selection means of the above 1st chose in the are recording means of the above 2nd.

[Claim 6] It is image pick-up equipment according to claim 1 which the above-mentioned image-

processing means processes the picture signal acquired from the above-mentioned image pick-up means,

generates inside resolution image data, is made to accumulate it in the are recording means of the above

1st, and is characterized by the above-mentioned display-control means displaying resolution image data

with a display means while are recording was carried out [ above-mentioned ].



[Claim 7] Image pick-up equipment equipped with an image pick-up means to picturize a photographic

subject and to output a picture signal, an are recording means to accumulate the above-mentioned

picture signal, an image assessment means to assay the picture signal accumulated in the above-

mentioned are recording means, and to classify the result into the class by the predetermined decision

criterion, and a display means to display the class by which the classification was carried out [ above-

mentioned ].

[Claim 8] The above-mentioned display means is image pick-up equipment according to claim 7

characterized by displaying the image with the above-mentioned class.

[Claim 9] The above-mentioned display means is image pick-up equipment according to claim 7

characterized by expressing the above-mentioned class as voice.

[Claim 1 0] Image pick-up equipment according to claim 7 characterized by establishing an elimination

means to eliminate the picture signal belonging to the class by which the classification was carried out

[ above-mentioned ] from the above-mentioned are recording means.

[Claim 1 1] The above-mentioned class is underexposure, the excess of exposure, and image pick-up

equipment according to claim 7 characterized by being at least one of the blurring.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to image pick-up equipments, such as a digital camera

equipped with the elimination function of the digital camera possessing the indicator used in order to

display the photography image saved especially as an electronic viewfinder about image pick-up

equipment, the digital camera which has data communication facility, and the image by which

photography preservation was carried out.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Drawing 1

1

is the block diagram showing the example of a configuration

of the conventional digital camera. The CCD analog signal 2 with which CCD1 picturized and generated

the photographic subject is inputted into A/D converter 3, and the CCD digital signal 4 by which digital

conversion was carried out there is inputted into the photography picture signal generation section 5. In

the photography picture signal generation section 5, from the inputted CCD digital signal 4, a gain

adjustment, a gamma correction, white balance amendment, CCD filter matrix amendment, color space

conversion actuation, etc. are performed, the photography picture signal which synchronized per frame

is generated, and a sequential output is carried out as a photography picture signal 6. Each amendment

parameter and photography parameters (exposure time etc.) are usually set up by the program on

CPU27. Moreover, this photography picture signal generation section 5 usually consists ofDSPs etc.

[0003] The photography picture signal 6 is sent to the photography image data generation section 7, and

outputs the photography image data 8 which synchronized with the frame according to the photography

timing indication signal 10 which pixel consistency conversion is carried out and is outputted to the

space resolution (pixel number) made into the object here from the photography timing directions

carbon button 9. As resolution of the photography image data 8 generated in this photography image

data generation section 7, there are two kinds, the high-resolution image data for preservation and the

inside resolution image data for viewfinders. Any photography image data 8 of resolution is

accumulated in the predetermined part on buffer memory 1 1 through the buffer memory control section

12, respectively.

[0004] In the condition that the photography timing directions carbon button 9 is not pushed, after the

photography image data generation section 7 generates only the inside resolution image data for

viewfinders for every frame on the photography image data 8 for every frame and sends it out to the

buffer memory control section 12, it is eventually stored in the part ofMl on buffer memory 1 1, in order

to perform an electronic viewfinder on the indicator 14 using an electrochromatic display display.

[0005] If the photography timing directions carbon button 9 is pushed, the photography image data

generation section 7 will generate the high-resolution image data for preservation, and will accumulate it

in the predetermined part M2 in buffer memory 1 1 eventually through the buffer memory control section

12.

[0006] The buffer memory control section 12 is performing writing to buffer memory 11, and control of

read-out access using the buffer memory control signal 13. As an access request to buffer memory 11,



there are three, the write request of the photography image data 8 from the photography image data

generation section 7, the read-out demand of the display-image data 16 from a display and control

section 15, and the read-out demand of the preservation image data 19 from the picture compression

coding section 18, and mediation control of those access requests and sequence control of access are

performed.

[0007] As the storing location of the above-mentioned photography image data 8 in buffer memory 1 1 is

shown in drawing 1

1

, the inside resolution image data for viewfinders is accumulated for every frame to

the part of Ml. The high-resolution image data corresponding to the photography image after the

photography timing directions carbon button 9 is pushed is accumulated to the part of M2.

[0008] The display and control section 15 is performing screen-display control to a drop 14 using the

display-control signal 17. The display image data which constitutes the screen displayed on an indicator

14 is accumulated in the range ofM0 in buffer memory 11. The buffer memory control section 12 sends

out the display-image data stored in the range ofM0 as display-image data 16 according to the read-out

demand of the display-image data from a display and control section 15.

[0009] In the condition that the photography timing directions carbon button 9 is not pushed From the

inside resolution image data for viewfinders being accumulated by the photography image data

generation section 7 for every frame to the part ofMl which is a part in the display-image data area M0
in order to perform an electronic viewfinder on an indicator 14 The photography image data of inside

resolution is continuously displayed on the part of Dl on an indicator 14 as a result, and it operates as

the so-called electronic viewfinder.

[0010] On the other hand, if the photography timing directions carbon button 9 is pushed, after the

picture compression coding section 18 reads the high-resolution image data accumulated in the part of

M2 in buffer memory 1 1 as preservation image data 19 and performs compression coding processing, it

will be accumulated in the position Fl of the nonvolatile memory 24, such as a flash ROM, as an image

file via the CPU bus 20 and the nonvolatile memory control section 25.

[001 1] In addition, the main memory control section 22 is performing control of the writing to the main

memory 21 which consists ofD-RAM etc., and read-out access using the main memory control signal

23. As an access request to this main memory 21, there are a program from CPU27 and a data-access

demand.

[0012] If an operator does the depression of the photography timing directions carbon button 9 again,

after the picture compression coding section 1 8 reads the high-resolution image data accumulated in the

part ofM2 in buffer memory 1 1 as preservation image data 19 and performs compression coding

processing, it will be accumulated in the position F2 of nonvolatile memory 24 as an image file via the

CPU bus 20 and the nonvolatile memory control section 25. Henceforth, whenever an operator does the

depression of the photography timing directions carbon button 9, the above-mentioned actuation is

repeated.

[0013] As mentioned above, in the conventional digital camera, whenever it carries out the depression of

the photography timing directions carbon button 9, compression coding processing is performed, and

sequential are recording of the image file obtained in this way is carried out at nonvolatile memory 24.

[0014] Next, the digital camera which enabled it to perform image elimination is explained as other

examples of a configuration of the conventional digital camera. Drawing 12 and drawing 13 show what

looked at the appearance of the common digital camera with an electrochromatic display monitor as an

indicator from the transverse plane and the rear face. The display changeover switch with which in 101 a

lens and 102 change a shutter switch and 103 usually changes a display / thumbnail display, the switch

whose 104 and 105 set up exposure, a self-timer, etc. combining other switches, and 106 show 107, and

the elimination switch of an image and 108 show the selecting switch of an image. Monochrome liquid

crystal panel for 1 10 to display a dc-battery residue, the number of sheets which can be photoed, and

1 1 1 show photography / playback-mode changeover switch, and the electrochromatic display monitor a

photography image / for playback image display in an electric power switch and 113. [ 112]

[0015] Drawing 14 is the circuit block diagram of the above-mentioned digital camera. D-RAM which

CCD and 122 store an A/D converter, and, as for 121, 123 once stores the signal of CCD121, and is



used as a buffer for image processings, and 124 are CPUs for image processings, and perform the color

of an image, and concentration adjustment. 125 is an actuation key and CPU124 also performs

processing to this key stroke. 126 is the picture compression expanding section which compresses and

elongates the processed image, and CPU 124 may be substituted for this. V-RAM in which 113

accumulates the electrochromatic display monitor of drawing 13 and the image for electrochromatic

display monitor displays in 128, and 129 are D/A KOMBATA. 130 is a flash memory for saving the

image compressed in the picture compression expanding section 126.

[0016] In addition, although the circumference circuit (V-RAM 128, D/A converter 129 grade) for

driving an electrochromatic display monitor is excluded in the digital camera of a type without the

electrochromatic display monitor 1 13 while an optical finder is carried instead of an electrochromatic

display monitor, other configurations are the same configurations as a thing with an electrochromatic

display monitor.

[0017] Next, in the above-mentioned digital camera with an electrochromatic display monitor, the

procedure which eliminates the photoed image is explained with drawing 15 . This procedure separates

mainly to four of the following processings 131-134.

After processing 131. mode change photography, it changes to a photography / playback-mode

changeover switch 1 1 1 playback-side, and is made a playback mode.

If processing 132. image display and a selection camera are made into a playback mode, the image

saved in the flash memory 130 will be displayed on the electrochromatic display monitor 1 13. As a

display gestalt, the usual one-sheet display 135 and the usual thumbnail display 136 are changed by

operating the display changeover switch 103. The change of a display image is performed by operating

selecting switches 107 and 108. Usually, delivery and return are performed in the order photoed in the

display mode, and a thumbnail display mode performs by operating the cursor 137 on a thumbnail with

selecting switches 107 and 108.

[0018] After displaying an image to eliminate [ which eliminates and processing- 133 -.-elimination-

checks ] and checking, the elimination acknowledgement message of "elimination O.K.?" is displayed

on a screen by operating the elimination switch 106.

Where a processing 134. elimination elimination acknowledgement message is displayed, the selected

image is eliminated from a flash memory 130 by pushing the shutter switch 102.

[0019] The image of the arbitration in a flash memory 130 is eliminable with a series of above actuation.

Moreover, eliminating the image in a flash memory 130 other than the above-mentioned approach

collectively can also eliminate an image. Moreover, in the case of a model without an electrochromatic

display monitor, since there is no means to check the photoed image, it is one of the approach of going

back as the elimination approach of an image sequentially from what was photoed at the end, and

eliminating, and the approaches of eliminating all the images in a flash memory at once. In addition, the

image elimination function mentioned above can be prepared in the digital camera of drawing 1

1

mentioned above.

[0020]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] however, in the conventional digital camera of said drawing

11 When a seriography is operated, while the image file of all photography images is accumulated in

nonvolatile memory and looks at those images with a drop after photography When there is an

unnecessary image which did not fail in photography or was not pleasing While forcing upon an

operator complicated actuation of deleting the image file from nonvolatile memory using an image

elimination function, to the nonvolatile memory component which has an upper limit in the total count

of writing, excessive writing is performed or elimination actuation is performed.

[0021] Moreover, the gap of an image was large by the image which an electrochromatic display

monitor is small, and there are many things of a low resolution, and is generally displayed on an

electrochromatic display monitor in the conventional digital camera which performs image elimination

stated by drawing 12 - drawing 15 for this reason, and actual data. Therefore, on an electrochromatic

display monitor, even if reflected satisfactory, he does not notice the photography mistake of an

exposure mistake, blurring, etc. in many cases until it once transmits data to devices, such as a personal



computer.

[0022] Moreover, with the digital camera of an optical finder without an electrochromatic display

monitor, the aforementioned image elimination approach was impossible, and once it surely transmitted

and checked the image in the personal computer etc., it needed to be eliminated.

[0023] Therefore, the object of this invention is set to the digital camera which possesses indicators,

such as LCD, for the object for displaying an electronic viewfinder or the saved photography image. It is

making it possible to specify the photography image which photos a continuous multiple frame, will

carry out the enlarged display of the one photography image if it is with a chart example and the need on

a drop immediately after photoing those photography images, and is made into the object of

preservation, and to accumulate only those photography images in nonvolatile memory etc. Moreover,

after specifying the photography image set as the object of preservation, it is making it possible to

shorten time amount until it finishes are recording actuation of a photography image actually. Moreover,

after specifying the photography image made into the object of preservation, it is making it possible to

change the compressibility for compression coding of a photography image.

[0024] Moreover, what is considered to be a photography mistake from the image photoed inside the

camera is extracted and classified, and it is that prepare the function which displays and a user enables it

to perform more suitable photography. Moreover, after an extract and display of a photography mistake

are performed, it is reducing the time and effort of image elimination and using memory efficiently by

those images' being put in block from memory, and enabling it to eliminate them. Moreover, also in a

digital camera without a liquid crystal display monitor, it is made to perform extract of the above-

mentioned photography mistake, display, and elimination.

[0025]

[Means for Solving the Problem] An image pick-up means to picturize a photographic subject and to

output a picture signal in invention of claim 1 , An image-processing means to process the above-

mentioned picture signal and to generate a high-resolution image data and low resolution picture data, A
directions means to give directions so that the above-mentioned image-processing means may process

the above-mentioned picture signal of two or more screens, The 1st are recording means which stores

the above-mentioned high-resolution image data and low resolution picture data of the above-mentioned

two or more screens which are processed based on the above-mentioned directions and obtained, A
display means to display an image, and a display-control means to display on the above-mentioned

display means the low resolution picture data of the above-mentioned two or more screens accumulated

in the are recording means of the above 1st, respectively, The compression coding means which carries

out compression coding of the high-resolution image data of the above-mentioned two or more screens

accumulated in the are recording means of the above 1st with predetermined compressibility, The 1st

selection means which chooses and outputs the image data of a desired screen based on the display of

the above-mentioned display means from the image data oftwo or more screens accumulated in the 2nd

are recording means which accumulates the image data of the above-mentioned two or more screens by

which compression coding was carried out [ above-mentioned ], and the are recording means of the

above 2nd is established.

[0026] An image pick-up means to picturize a photographic subject and to output a picture signal in

invention of claim 7, an are recording means to accumulate the above-mentioned picture signal, an

image assessment means to assay the picture signal accumulated in the above-mentioned are recording

means, and to classify the result into the class by the predetermined decision criterion, and a display

means to display the class by which the classification was carried out [ above-mentioned ] are

established.

[0027]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of the 1st of this invention is

explained. In drawing 1 , the CCD analog signal 2 which CCD1 generated is inputted into A/D converter

3, and the CCD digital signal 4 by which digital conversion was carried out there is inputted into the

photography picture signal generation section 5. In the photography picture signal generation section 5,

from the inputted CCD digital signal 4, a gain adjustment, a gamma correction, white balance



amendment, CCD filter matrix amendment, color space conversion actuation, etc. are performed, the

photography picture signal which synchronized per frame is generated, and a sequential output is carried

out as a photography picture signal 6. Each amendment parameter and photography parameters

(exposure time etc.) are general approaches, namely, are set up by the program on CPU27. Moreover,

this photography picture signal generation section 5 consists ofDSPs etc.

[0028] The photography picture signal 6 is sent to the photography image data generation section 7, and

outputs the photography image data 8 which synchronized with the frame according to the photography

timing indication signal 10 which pixel consistency conversion is carried out and is outputted to the

space resolution (pixel number) made into the object here from the photography timing directions

carbon button 9. As resolution of the photography image data generated in this photography image data

generation section 7, there are three kinds such as the high-resolution image data for preservation, the

inside resolution image data for viewfinders, and the low resolution picture data for preservation

selection. Any photography image data 8 of resolution is accumulated in the predetermined part on

buffer memory 1 1 through the buffer memory control section 12, respectively.

[0029] In the condition that the photography timing directions carbon button 9 is not pushed, the

photography image data generation section 7 generates only the inside resolution image data for

viewfinders for every frame on the photography image data 8 for every frame, and stores it in the part of

Ml in buffer memory 1 1 eventually through the buffer memory control section 12 in order to perform an

electronic viewfinder on an indicator 14.

[0030] If the photography timing directions carbon button 9 is pushed, corresponding to the photography

picture signal of three continuous frames, the photography image data generation section 7 will generate

two kinds of photography image data, the high resolution for preservation, and the low resolution for

preservation selection, 8, respectively, and it will accumulate it in the predetermined parts M2-M4 in

buffer memory 11, and M5-M7, respectively so that all the photography image data 8 of them may be

later mentioned eventually through the buffer memory control section 12.

[0031] The buffer memory control section 12 is performing writing to buffer memory 11, and control of

read-out access using the buffer memory control signal 13. As an access request to buffer memory 1 1,

there are three, the write request of the photography image data 8 from the photography image data

generation section 7, the read-out demand of the display-image data 16 from a display and control

section 15, and the read-out demand of the preservation image data 19 from the picture compression

coding section 18, and mediation control of those access requests and sequence control of access are

performed.

[0032] As the storing location of the above-mentioned photography image data in buffer memory 1 1 is

shown in drawing 1 , the inside resolution image data for viewfinders is accumulated for every frame to

the part of Ml. To the part of M2, the high-resolution image data corresponding to the photography

image of the frame of the beginning of three frames with which it continues after the photography

timing directions carbon button 9 is pushed is accumulated, and low resolution picture data are stored to

the part of M5, respectively. To the part of M3, the high-resolution image data of the photography image

of the following frame is accumulated, and low resolution picture data are stored to the part of M6,

respectively. Furthermore, to the part of M4, the high-resolution image data of the photography image of

the last frame is accumulated, and low resolution picture data are stored to the part ofM7, respectively.

[0033] The display and control section 15 is performing screen-display control to a drop 14 using the

display-control signal 17. The display image data which constitutes the screen displayed on an indicator

14 is accumulated in the range ofM0 in buffer memory 11. The buffer memory control section 12 sends

out the display-image data stored in the range ofM0 to the display-image data 16 according to the read-

out demand of the display-image data from a display and control section 15.

[0034] In the condition that the photography timing directions carbon button 9 is not pushed From the

inside resolution image data for viewfinders being accumulated by the photography image data

generation section 7 for every frame to the part ofMl which is a part in the display-image data area M0
in order to perform an electronic viewfinder on an indicator 14 The photography image data of inside

resolution is continuously displayed on the part of Dl on an indicator 14 as a result, and it operates as



the so-called electronic viewfinder.

[0035] On the other hand, when the photography timing directions carbon button 9 is pushed, the

photography image data of a low resolution will be displayed on the parts of D2-D4 on an indicator 14

as a result, respectively from the low resolution picture data for preservation selection corresponding to

three frames which follows the part ofM5-M7 which are a part in the display-image data area MO by the

photography image data generation section 7 being stored, respectively.

[0036] After the picture compression coding section 18 reads three high-resolution image datas

accumulated in the parts ofM2-M4 in buffer memory 1 1 as sequential preservation image data 19 and

performs compression coding processing, it is accumulated in the positions C1-C3 of main memory 21

as an image file via the CPU bus 20 and the main memory control section 22. The above-mentioned

compression coding actuation is immediately started [ from ] immediately after accumulating altogether

the high-resolution image data for preservation corresponding to three frames which continues by the

photography image data generation section 7 in the parts ofM2-M4 in buffer memory 11.

[0037] The main memory control section 22 is performing control of the writing to the main memory 21

which consists ofD-RAM etc., and read-out access using the main memory control signal 23. As an

access request to main memory 21, there is a write request of the image file from the picture

compression coding section 1 8 other than the program from CPU27 and a data-access demand, and

mediation control of those access sequence and sequence control of access are performed.

[0038] After an operator pushes the photography timing directions carbon button 9, he inspects visually

the low resolution picture data for preservation selection displayed on the parts of D2-D4 on an indicator

14, and chooses the photography image saved actually. Although there is especially no limit in the

selection means for choosing this preservation image, the selection means by the depression ofD2 - D4
part according an indicator 14 to a wrap touch panel etc. is assumed here.

[0039] After selection actuation of the operator by the above-mentioned selection means is completed,

CPU27 transmits the image file corresponding to the low resolution picture data actually chosen out of

the image files C1-C3 accumulated on main memory 21 temporarily to nonvolatile memory 24.

[0040] moreover, low resolution picture data are chosen by a touch panel etc. during the above-

mentioned selection actuation by the operator - every (a depression is carried out) - after the

photography image data generation section 7 carries out reading appearance of the high-resolution

image data in the buffer memory 1 1 corresponding to the selected low resolution picture data by buffer

memory control-section 12 course and carries out pixel consistency conversion of it at the inside

resolution image data for viewfinders, it is written in the part ofMl in buffer memory 11.

[0041] The nonvolatile memory control section 25 is performing control of the writing to the nonvolatile

memory 24 which consists of flash ROMs etc., and read-out access using the nonvolatile memory

control signal 26. As an access request to nonvolatile memory 24, they are data read-out from CPU27,

and a write-in access request.

[0042] Although the example shown in drawing 1 shows that the image file of the photography image of

#2 corresponding to the 2nd frame was chosen, even if it is selection of the photography image oftwo or

more sheet number, of course, the actuation is performed like the case where one sheet is chosen as

mentioned above.

[0043] After carrying out transfer storing of all the image files chosen as mentioned above at nonvolatile

memory 24, CPU27 deletes all image files from the momentary are recording fields C1-C3 on main

memory 21, and returns to the next photography actuation again.

[0044] In addition, the continuous photography image of three frames accumulated temporarily after an

operator pushes the photography timing directions carbon button 9 may change the various photography

parameters represented by the exposure time for every frame, even if it is the respectively same

photography parameter (exposure time etc.). Even if it breaks off and continues frame spacing of each of

three more frames, three photography images dispersed at intervals of a fixed number of frames are

sufficient.

[0045] There is nothing that is limited especially with [ this ] two [ or more ], although the photography

image number of sheets (frame number) accumulated continuously temporarily is set to 3. It merely



depends for the upper limit of Perilla frutescens (L.) Britton var. crispa (Thunb.) Decne. on the

magnitude and display resolution of the capacity of buffer memory 1 1, the capacity of main memory 21,

and a drop 14.

[0046] The image data photoed with the photography parameter represented by the timing or the

exposure time it is considered that is the optimal can be chosen from the photography image of two or

more sheets which was mentioned above and which is automatically accumulated photography and

temporarily after an operator pushes the photography timing directions carbon button 9 according to the

gestalt of the 1st operation on that spot. Only the photography image file chosen as nonvolatile memory
24 by doing in this way will be accumulated, and futility can be eliminated as a utilization ratio of

nonvolatile memory 24. Moreover, the effectiveness that the excessive writing and elimination actuation

to the nonvolatile memory component which has an upper limit in the total count of writing can be

reduced is also expectable.

[0047] moreover, at the time of selection actuation, since the enlarged display of the selected low

resolution picture (touch panel of the part was pushed) data is carried out to the viewfinder part Dl on

an indicator 14, it saves eventually — it is — it is it is useful to saving decision.

[0048] In addition, although the image file corresponding to the photography image chosen from the

image files C1-C3 by which compression coding was already carried out into main memory 21 as

actuation after selection of the photography image for [ by the operator ]
preservation was transmitted to

nonvolatile memory 24 as it was with the gestalt of this operation As option-actuation, the high-

resolution image data corresponding to the photography image with which the picture compression

coding section 1 8 was chosen is again read from buffer memory 1 1 . The first time of accumulating in

nonvolatile memory 24 eventually is also possible, after carrying out compression coding with another

compressibility and accumulating in main memory 21

.

[0049] The image file from which distortion carries out repressing coding with small low voltage

shrinking percentage, and an operator is obtained to the photography image included in especially mind

by this at die time of selection of the photography image for preservation can be saved. Moreover, the

image file from which a file size carries out repressing coding, and is obtained with small high voltage

shrinking percentage can be saved to a photography image which is seldom pleasing and is saved for the

time being conversely.

[0050] Moreover, when nonvolatile memory 24 and its control section 25 are replaced as the data

communication section as it is and considered, an operator can perform selection of the optimal

photography image to transmit on that spot immediately after photography.

[0051] Next, the gestalt of operation of the 2nd of this invention is explained. The gestalt of this

operation shows the flow of operation to drawing 2 about the elimination approach of the image in the

digital camera with an electrochromatic display monitor mentioned above. In addition, what is shown in

drawing 12 and drawing 13 as a digital camera is used.

(1) Operate drawing 12 , and the photography / playback-mode changeover switch 1 1 1 of drawing 13 ,

and make a camera into a playback mode at image display and the beginning of a mode change and

selection. Then, an image is displayed and chosen with the display changeover switch 103 and selecting

switches 107 and 108. So far, it is the same as the processings 131 and 132 explained in the

conventional example of drawing 15 .

[0052] (2) Exchange washout mode to three either of the degrees by performing actuation predetermined

with the elimination switch 106, where the image of elimination mode selection arbitration is displayed.

Actuation 141: - photography mistake judging mode 1 actuation 143 of continuing pushing the - usual

washout-mode actuation 142 elimination switch which pushes an elimination switch short

predetermined time: Push the shutter switch 102, pushing an elimination switch. ~ Photography mistake

judging mode 2 [0053] Next, each mode is explained. It is the mode which eliminates the same display

as the processings [ in / usually / in washout mode / the conventional example of drawing 15 ] 133 and

134 by actuation 141, and the selected image as it is. The photography mistake judging mode 1 by

actuation 142 evaluates whether there is any photography mistake about the image of one sheet

displayed and chosen. The photography mistake judging mode 2 by actuation 143 evaluates whether



there is any photography mistake about all the images in a flash memory. As for the image judged to be

a photography mistake by the photography mistake judging modes 1 and 2, the cause of a photography

mistake is displayed on an image.

[0054] (3) Explain the part in the photography mistake judging modes 1 and 2 shown in a photography

mistake extract, next processing 146 using drawing 3 . In these modes, image data is read from a flash

memory 130, and the image analysis of the photography mistake decision section mentioned later

investigates with the cause whether those images are photography mistakes by the assessment

processing 146. The images to investigate are all images in a flash memory 130 in one sheet and the

mode 2 (processing 145) which are displayed in the mode 1 (processing 144 of drawing 2 ) now. In

addition, since it realizes by evaluating one image at a time according to the sequence in a flash memory
in the case of the mode 2, it is substantially [ in content / as the mode 1 ] the same.

[0055] The above-mentioned assessment reads data into the buffer 201 for assessment of drawing 3

from a flash memory 130 first. In that case, it investigates by processing 202 whether this image is

already assessment ending, when finishing [ assessment ], that image is skipped, and the following

image is read. Next, an image is assayed by processing 203, and the extent is evaluated and evaluated

about a photography mistake.

[0056] The image judged to be a photography mistake in process of the above is classified into the

classes (blurring, underexposure, excess of exposure, etc.) and extent (processings 205-207), and the

information which shows them is added to an image (processing 208). Moreover, the information what

was once evaluated also about what was not judged to be a photography mistake (processing 204)

indicates it to be to assessment end is added (processing 208). When an image
[
finishing / assessment /

by adding this information ] is chosen again, the latency time can be shortened by skipping assessment

automatically. In addition, such information is stored in the header field of an image file, and does not

influence the content of the image.

[0057] (4) Explain the display of the image judged to be a photography mistake shown in the display of

a photography mistake image, next the processing 147 of drawing 2 . In the case of the mode 1, the

evaluated image is displayed on an electrochromatic display monitor with the alphabetic character or

notation which shows the reason and extent of a photography mistake of the image, as shown in drawing

4 (a) - (d). It sets to drawing 4 and is [ ~ Blurring is shown. ] 31. - Problem nothing, 32 ~
Underexposure, 33 ~ The excess of exposure, 34

[0058] It can change to a thumbnail display like drawing 5 by operating the display changeover switch

103 and selecting switches 107 and 108 from this condition. In that case, as shown in 41, a hue is

changed and the image judged to be a photography mistake is displayed, so that it can judge also in the

state of a thumbnail. Or the same effectiveness is acquired, even if it makes it blink or changes a color

according to the class of mistake.

[0059] Next, in the case of the mode 2, only what was judged to be a photography mistake among all the

evaluated images is extracted, and it is indicated by the thumbnail. The display can be changed with the

elimination switch 106 in order of extent of a photography mistake, as shown in 51-53 of drawing 6 and

shown in 54 the class exception of photography mistake. Moreover, it is also possible to usually return

to display 55 from a thumbnail display with the display changeover switch 103 and selecting switches

107 and 108, and to see also in this condition.

[0060] (5) Explain the elimination approach of the photography mistake image extracted by the above-

mentioned actuation shown in elimination of a photography mistake image, next the processing 134 of

drawing 2 . In the case of the mode 1, the image is eliminated by pushing the shutter switch 102 in the

condition of having been displayed as the photography mistake. In the case of the mode 2, where a

thumbnail indication of the extracted photography mistake is given, they are collectively eliminated by

them by pushing a shutter 102. Usually, when having changed to the display, only the image by which it

is indicated by current is eliminated.

[0061] By the above actuation, not only by clear mistake but by the small liquid crystal display monitor,

a user can know the cause according to a class or extent about the photography mistake which cannot be

judged, and can perform suitable photography by being careful of a photography position based on the



information, or correcting exposure. Moreover, it can collect, and can eliminate and the image judged to

be a photography mistake can be eliminated by quantitive decision by every one sheet or rearranging

according to the class of photography mistake, or extent in that case.

[0062] The circuit block diagram of this digital camera is shown in drawing 7 . It has the composition

that the photography mistake decision section 120 was added to the conventional thing shown in

drawing 14 . This photography mistake decision section 120 distinguishes that extent quantitatively

while it reads the image data after the compression stored in the flash memory 130 and judges the

photography mistake of underexposure, the excess of exposure, blurring, etc. by the image processing.

When there is a photography mistake across a setting range, the class and extent are transposed to an

alphabetic character or a notation, and it outputs to the electrochromatic display monitor 1 1 3 in piles at

the image data on V-RAM128. CPU124 eliminates the image in a flash memory 130, when actuation of

the actuation key 125 is supervised and there is elimination actuation.

[0063] In addition, although the independent-on explanation unit showed the photography mistake

decision section 120, it is also possible to constitute in software, of course using CPU 124.

[0064] Next, the decision approach of a photography mistake is explained. Although various approaches

can be considered to the class and its distinction approach of the photography mistake judged in the

photography mistake decision section 120, drawing 8 explains as an example 32 of drawing 4 , and the

underexposure and the excessive decision algorithm shown in 33. The image data in a flash memory 130

is first incorporated to the buffer 21 1 in the photography mistake decision section 120, and the Y/C
separation circuit 71 extracts ejection and histogram distribution of a luminance signal for a brightness

(Y) signal (processing 72). Next, the extracted brightness histogram distribution is evaluated (processing

73), and if it is overexposure (processing 75) and less than the setting range that concentrates

underexposure (processing 74) and more highly what is concentrated and distributed lowness from a

setting range, and are distributed, it judges it as normal (processing 76) about exposure. When having

separated from the set point, the warning message which shows it is put on an image (processing 77),

and it outputs to V=RAM128. Underexposure, and superfluous decision and superfluous warning of

finishing [ photography ] of an image are performed by the above procedure.

[0065] Next, the gestalt of the 3rd operation is explained. Drawing 9 does not have an electrochromatic

display monitor and the elimination procedure of the image in the digital camera with which the optical

finder is prepared is shown. On the photography image in the elimination procedure of drawing 2 in

with an electrochromatic display monitor shown by 32-34 of drawing 4 , as processings 83-85 show,

instead of a warning notation, this is what told the class of photography mistake, and replaces the

technique of displaying a warning notation in piles by the count of a beep sound. In addition, these

processings 83-85 are performed by evaluating by processing 82, after compressing and amending a

photography image by processing 81.

[0066] Thus, since the image of a photography mistake can be distinguished with a sound in the digital

camera which does not have an electrochromatic display monitor by performing, the same effectiveness

as the gestalt of the 2nd operation can be acquired.

[0067] The circuit block diagram of this digital camera is shown in drawing 10 . Since there is no

electrochromatic display monitor 1 13 to drawing 7 , the circumference circuit for it (V-RAM128, D/A
converter 129 grade) is excluded, and the loudspeaker 100 for outputting a beep sound instead is added.

The outside of it is the same configuration as drawing 7 .

[0068]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, while two or more images are photoed by one

photography directions according to invention of claim 1 , it is displayed, and the high resolution image

with which compression coding of the request was carried out out of it can be chosen.

[0069] Moreover, according to invention of claim 2, are recording preservation of the high resolution

image by which selection was made [ above-mentioned ] can be carried out. According to invention of

claim 3, the high resolution image by which selection was made [ above-mentioned ] can be transmitted

to a computer etc.

[0070] According to invention of claim 4, the enlarged display only of the desired image can be carried



out with high resolution from two or more images currently displayed.

[0071] According to invention of claim 5, the image file obtained, for example to the photography image

included in especially mind by distortion carrying out repressing coding with small low voltage

shrinking percentage at the time of selection of the photography image for preservation can be saved.

Moreover, the image file from which the file size carried out repressing coding, and was obtained with

small high voltage shrinking percentage can be saved to a photography image which is seldom pleasing

and is saved for the time being conversely.

[0072] According to invention of claim 6, when photography directions are not performed, while having

been suitable for the finder, the monitor of the image always picturized now can be carried out by the

image of resolution.

[0073] Moreover, since a photography mistake which is not understood unless it once transmits to a

personal computer etc. and checks in it after photography conventionally can also be extracted on that

spot according to invention of claim 7, memory can be used efficiently. Moreover, since the cause of a

photography mistake is displayed, it is assistance [ for / subsequent suitable photography ].

[0074] According to invention of claim 8, an image with a photography mistake can be displayed with

the cause.

[0075] According to invention of claim 9, since the content of the photography mistake can be told to a

user using voice, assessment of a photography image is attained and a model without an

electrochromatic display monitor can also eliminate the image of a photography mistake on that spot.

[0076] According to invention of claim 10, an extract and the time and effort which elimination takes it

compared with the approach of eliminating while checking one sheet at a time like before since package

elimination of the image data of the classified photography mistake can be carried out in easy actuation

are mitigated substantially.

[0077] According to invention of claim 1 1 , the cause of a photography mistake can be classified

according to underexposure, the excess of exposure, blurring, etc.

[Translation done.]
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